Female:
Divine Leadership
Women Lead or Our World Suffers…

Sharon Riegie Maynard

Introduction to Female Leadership
Getting Started
If you are like the most of the world, Female and Leadership has not gone hand in

hand. We had have thought female positions were as help-mate to her partner,
nurturer to her children, taxi for kid’s activities, cook, service giver, overly emotional,
and with receptive energy.
When it comes to decision making, a woman is seldom asked for her ideas and
when she is asked, her voice is not valued equally to the men at the table. In most
religious organizations, women are excluded from actual leadership. A gender
discrimination exists in our world and even though all of the signs are there, this
discrimination is discounted.
In the political arena the men in leadership position have taken on the task of
domination and control over a women’s body, her choices, usually in the name of
some religious concept of Male superiority. The Elder's spokesperson, President
Jimmy Carter proclaimed that their investigation indicated that the greatest reason
for violence against females is religion.
This e-book is not about religions, it is about Females; their mission, their
crippling, why they are targeted and the impact that their missing voice has on our
world even today.
Granted, there is a shift occurring. It has been “occurring” since the early
1960’s.
In the 1960s, the workforce consisted of 22% to 38% of women 16 years and
older. In 2014 that number had risen to 60%. In 1963 the salary for women was 59%
of what male workers were paid. By 2012 it was closer to 80% in 2012 with younger
women being more equally paid. In the 1960s, 15% of women were in management
positions while in 2012 it was 39% . In the
1960s, 20 women had been elected to Congress.
In 2014, 100 women were selected which is still
only 20% of Congress.
When Souls in Female Bodysuits are not
encouraged to be Leaders as intended, the world
suffers.
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Chapter One

The Garden
It Began
Eve wandered down the sandy path toward the home she shared with Adam.
Eve smiled as she watched see her songs add color to the garden and observed as
her dance called to birds flying through the trees. Amazing adventure, she thought.
She and Adam had spent a great deal of time exploring this new home, he
holding remembrance of all that was possible
while he focused of love and generosity to nourish
and strengthen her as she worked directly with
the Earth Mother. The resources from the Sun and
those stored within the Earth assured that this
planet could sustain life with abundance and ease.
The garden was just one aspect of the design Eve
had created to make sure that those who would be
joining this mission would have all that they
needed to thrive. She and Adam thought that they
were just about ready to bring more of the
volunteers onto this new home.
Then an Ancient Teacher had approached
her shortly after sunrise.
“Come,” she had invited. “We need you now.”
Eve’s heart sang remembering the invitation. They had spent the day
together. Eve had not conceived that there could be such joy. Even planning and
designing the lush garden for their mission had not lifted her spirits in this way.
Her Teacher had reminded her very precisely of the composition of the energy
fields around this planet. “Remember,” she had said, “that there are those within the
Greater Life Flow who dominate and use your Greater Family. Those with the
agendas to control and use do not know your assignment. They are still in the dark
just what the Greater Counsel had intended. We have to stay ahead of them. Now,
comes the big part for you.”
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In her initial task of working with Mother Earth to call forth resources and
beauty, Eve had forgotten that the energies from Outsiders had been carried onto
this new home. Those parasitic and dominating energies would continue to pollute
and kill as long as they remained hidden, unseen. The Law of Manifestation that
existed on this new world, the very Law that she had used for the Garden and other
aspects of the mission support, would cause the Outsider’s energy of constrictions to
appear. The same Law would manifest Fear, Discounting and other forms of the
Outsider’s energy presence.
Because of her Teacher’s reminder, Eve realized there was another step.
First, she must discern difference between the energy of Divine Good and the
energy of Parasitic, Dominating - Evil. Her Ancient Teacher had come to remind
Eve of this critical part of the entire Earth mission and to help her “know” what was
of the Light of their Home and what was not. Unless she focused to discern the
quality of manifesting forms, the evil of the Outsiders would continue to take away
the vibrancy of the volunteers.
Today, with the help of her Ancient Teacher, Eve had been able to taste and
know the difference between what would bring Good and what would restrict and
even destroy Good. Her Soul sang in ways she had not remembered was possible.
From, The Ancient Ones: Out of the Shadows
by: Sharon Riegie Maynard
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Chapter Two

The Earth Has Purpose
We Have Forgotten
As we, as Conscious Being of Light, began our journey by extending from our
Divine Home, we were enclosed safely within the Loving, Kind, Intelligent energy
fields. That is the Nature of our Home of Good. We wanted to take those qualities of
Good and create ways to experience them directly and even vicariously. Like children
leaving a loving Home nest, we carried with us the richness, stability and security that
we had experienced there. And like young people in our world today, we were excited
at the possibility that we had - to be “grown-ups”, to try new things. Life was Good!
What we were unaware of were other family groups from other Homes with
agendas very different than our own. These groups had chosen to have the experience
of controlling, using, or dominating others. The possibility of those type of agenda
was not even a thought in our Divine Group. Like many in our world today, we were
very naive.
So we ventured forth and for an extended period all was well, all was Good.
Then things begin to happen. The
first was an idea that floated through our
Divine Family. What would it be like to
experience a vibration unavailable in
Home Energy. The vibrations of Chaos.
Like teenagers who want to experience a
beer bust or a popular drug, we agreed to
create a "chip" that would introduce
periodic, spontaneous imbalanced
frequencies. The result was the beginning
of balance and imbalance. Through some
dissension, the chip was never removed and
caused a great deal of vulnerability within the Divine Family Collectives.
The vulnerability left our boundaries like Swiss cheese and soon contacts came
from one of the Outsider groups. Just a “meet and greet”, our family thought.
Conversations, ideas exchanged. Through deceit, the Outsiders took up residency
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within that group. All seemed fine until slowly the Outsiders began to impose their
agenda of domination on various Divine Family members. Others thought it was just
a “mistake” on the part of the Outsiders. Surely they were not intending to discount.
These Outsiders would soon align to the Good that was “natural”. Or would they?
Then other Outsiders made contact, deceit being the first method to invade our
various Family groups. Eventually, the Outsiders came with violence and conflict.
And our Divine Families were ill prepared to deal with their onslaught. Our Families
suffered greatly, fought back as best they could and eventually, the Outsiders had
captured many in our Family and much of our space.
So, the regions in which we lived after leaving Home became polluted with the
energy from the agendas of usury and domination. The Outsider’s energy unbalanced
our own and instead of vibrating exclusively at all frequencies of Good, our Divine
Families were now dealing with spontaneous, hidden and destructive energy
constructs from the Outsiders.
Meanwhile, other Divine groups within
the Galactic regions assumed that we
were just exercising our option of choice
as they saw us wobble between stable
and fractured. They kept our imbalanced
energy away from their space in order to
minimize the impact of our Fear
vibrations would have on their own
worlds. Meanwhile, Our Families
become more and more entrapped.
Our initial tries to restore our Wholeness
didn't work and we continued to hold one, hoping to survive long enough to break
free and remove the Outsiders from our space. We had tried many things and were
still entrapped. Eventually, a collaborative Family Council came together to make
plans. With great courage and hope they met secretly to consider what next. What
might we design?
The Outsiders were experts at hiding and deceiving. They made it appear that
they and their concepts were for Our good. So, the planners reasoned that a world in
which energy vibrations detectable was necessary. The ability to discern the
vibrations in some way would have to be part of the plan. Would it be possible to
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cause energy waves to become discernible? And what vehicle would have the means
of “testing” the energy?
Also, we had to find a way to have authority to choose and say, “NO! Remove all
Outsiders!” That must include identifying all of their forms/constructs from our
space. Otherwise, our Families would continue to diminish and eventually die. How
could we get out from under the contracts we had made with them? They had
occupied us. They owned us. They were imposing their agendas in our space and we
were the ones suffering. They were like Cancer in our Life.
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Chapter Three

Two Genders, By Plan
The Plan Takes Shape
The plan that Our Family’s Collaborative Council designed was brilliant! It
brought into play all of the creative, inventive, committed, qualities that we Are. And
this is how it was to play out.
They reasoned that a planet in which energy vibrations would slow down from
the higher, unseen frequencies that existed in our Galactic regions into more
discernible form was needed. They searched and discovered such a Law. The Law of
Manifestation. With the frequencies made more ‘solid’, it would be easier to detect an
energy form that caused a sense of Good, of expansion, of Lightness compared to an
energy form that caused a sense of Fear, of constriction, of discounting. And a
physical sphere planet was needed so, the Earth. Earth would be perfect with the
purpose to be the Sphere, the Mother Ship, for the Mission Volunteers. She, as a
Collective, would provide space to the manifestation, and store excess energy from
the Sun.
Now, the next and bigger challenge. Because Outsiders had forged contracts
through deceit and other ownership contracts through violence, they had the right to
control our Family. We could not ignore their ownership and have it go away. And so
what to do?
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The Male Mission
Well, the Council knew that those would volunteered
for this Earth mission would need a way for their Light
bodies to exist and move around on this planet of
slower frequencies. They focused on that problem and
in doing so solved several others.
A vehicle for the Soul’s Light body was necessary and
so why not design the ability to identify and discern
the energies of Home and Outsider? Also, if they could
create two versions of this vehicle, one could carry the
contractual marks of the Outsider. The second, free of
any ownership contracts, would have the authority of
command Outsiders back to their Homes of origin.
Brilliant!
The body suit patterns were finalized.
Two of the Outsider contracts were embedded within one suit pattern. Those
who inhabited this suit was called Male, he or man. He would draw the attention and
monitoring of the Outsiders. This Soul member was willing to be the target in order
for the family Soul member in the second body suit to have the authority to command
the removal of all Outsider energy.
His was a dangerous mission, a mission of choice. This was a mission of great
Love.
“His” actions were being monitored. So, in order for the male to be as safe as
possible, “his” behavior and actions on mission were specific. “He” was to stay
connected to the faster frequencies of Good coming into the crown. “He” was to then
flow those energies through the heart of the body suit vehicle and nourish the “she” as
the actual planning, designing and creating work was done. Yes, the Soul in Male
body was to be the Nurturer! The Council had determined that the actions from
the crown and heart connections were at vibrational levels undetectable by the
Outsiders. They would assume he was alone on this new planet and spending a lot of
time sitting.
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The Female Mission

The Family member choosing to inhabit
the second body suit would be named Female,
she or woman. “She” would not carry the
contractual marks of the Outsiders because the
“he” carried two, "his" and “hers”. This was the
innovative way that Our Galactic Families
thought to be out from under the Outsider’s
ownership. They would be focused on the Soul in
the male body suit. The Soul in the Female body
suit would be off the monitoring range of the
Outsiders. All of her work activities would be
totally undetectable by the Outsiders. and could
work with the Earth energies to create systems to
provide and sustain those coming to this planet.
“She” would vision, design, and sets policy in
order for a culture that brings Sovereignty. Sovereignty would allow our Divine
Harmonics of Good to be restored. From this Harmonic field, forms would emerge to
benefit all in the Web of Life.
Once the means to thrive was in place, the Soul in the Female body suit would
activate her mission to identify the Outsider energy, name it and call for its removal
back its Home. “She” would be in the position of “leader” with the authority to act.
“She” also had a super sensitive detection system within your Solar Plexus, a
belly wisdom. Thereby, she could identify Outsider energies, even at a distance.
The two genders were not about procreation. It was about creating a mission
force who could clear the Outsiders from our midst. And so, the plan began. The body
suits were inhabited.
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Chapter Four

Soul Wounds
And Then the Garden
The Bible myth of The Garden holds some basics about what took the plan off
track. The Male needed a help-mate because his body suit carried the ownership
contracts. The Outsiders could monitor and use him as will. In essence, the Outsiders
"gods" owned the Soul in the Male body. This Soul trusted that the Souls with the
mission to identify and remove these "gods". The Female was a help-mate to keep
him safe with her ability to discern Outsiders approach and to command their
removal.
This was a new planet, a planet of denser material, a planet where word/
thought/vision created. The Female used the Law to call forth the lush garden to
provide for the Volunteers. Once that was done, the “serpent”, Ancient symbol of the
Teacher or the Wise One, came into the Garden. The Ancient Teacher came because it
was time to initiate the Female into her next assignment. And according to plan, the
serpent approached the Female. To awaken her ability to “Know Good and Evil.” This
was not about the Female wanted knowledge. This was about specific knowledge and
her assignment. This assignment required using her Belly Wisdom, her sensory
system. I also required communications with off-planet Spiritual teams supporting
the mission, teams ready to respond to the female’s request for Outsider removal.
This Soul in a Female body suit had ultimate authority to “Ask and receive”. And so
the serpent came and helped “her” practice.
At some point, “she”, and the Bible uses the name Eve, was so excited that she
slipped up and told “he”/Adam. Eve invited Adam to go with her to try “tasting” and
knowing the difference between Good vibrational forms and Evil vibration forms.
Adam did.

"The rest is history", as they say.
Those monitoring Adam saw immediately that they had been tricked. They set
about to fix the problem and take back ownership.
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Outsiders Directives
Check out the directives the “god”
gave to Adam and Eve in the Garden.
Actually, the directives were given to Adam
because he was the one owned by the
Outsiders:
• They could have all of the experiences
except they could not have knowledge
the Good and Evil existed here.
• They could no longer be in the natural
system of abundance but must “earn”
their bread for “sweat” wages
• They were told that they were to birth
many children (who would also be
owned by the Outsiders)
• The birthing/creating process was to bring great pain to the female.
• Next the “god” who had reclaimed domination banished the Teacher of Ancient
Wisdom from walking upright or from being in Support of the female.

Our Divine Agenda and Plan

Compare these concepts of
ownership and domination to the
concepts of the Divine Agenda of
Our Soul Family:
• We plan to experience any aspect of our Divine Nature/Home of Good.
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• We will experience the aspect directly as we choose and when complete, we will
choose another.
• We will share our experiences, listen to other’s experiences in order to
vicariously know more of that which We are.
• There was no punishments, no limits, no fragmentations or blame, and no
disconnects from their Home of Spiritual vibrations.

The Outsiders had now stepped fully onto this planet and anchored their
agendas here. They re-engineered the DNA to two strands: Survive and Procreate.
They then disconnected the heart-wiring from the male body suit and the power of
Solar Plexus from the female. The mission force was now imbalanced and walking on
eggshells.
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Chapter Five

The Mission Forgotten
From Authority to Target
From that point forward, the Outsiders set as their top priority the domination
of those in Female body suits. Why? Because it was the Soul in the Female suit who
endangered their existence. It was the Female who was to be autonomous. It was the
Female with the sensitive system of discernment that could identify the Outsiders.
And so, it was the Female that they must diminish and cripple. They set about to do
that through any means possible including torture, rape, death, turning Females
against one another, and setting those in Male body suits to rule over them. The
Outsiders fractured females from their Divine connections and from their own vision
and value. This intentional targeting continues even today. It is only by beating their
Divine Mission out of their awareness that the Outsiders have remained hidden, free
to dominate and use at will.
Another way to look at this situation is to consider our present day situations
with Cancer. Cancer, we are told, has been free to appear and multiple within our
bodies because our immune system, the system intended to protection and prevent
invasion of foreign and harmful substances, does not recognize it.
Those Souls who chose in birth into Female body suits were intended to be the
protection for our Greater body of Humanity. These Souls were prepared to identify
the Outsider energy and have the authority to speak the command which would call
in unlimited teams to remove the Cancer
which is the Outsiders.
Without a healthy immune system,
no-one is minding the store. Without a
healthy, vibrant, aware Female leadership
system, no-one is minding the store of the
Great Web of Life. This is no small matter
for when Females are broken, the Cancers
win!
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Chapter Six

The Crippled Path
Power Was Made Powerless
Females have been targeted from the point of time that they were called into
their Greater mission. There are
stories of times during the Garden
phase which tell of Female of vision,
wisdom and power creating beauty.
We hear snatches of thriving cultures
of equity and peace. There are tales of
respect and balance between the
genders. Indeed there are some
pockets of our world today that
continue from that balance.
And the majority of our planet
reflects the Cancer that is the
Outsiders agenda of domination and
usury. They could not exist in our world today if the Female mission had not been
crippled and her presence of discernment and authority dismantled.
Women have been told that they are too emotional and must be receptive,
subservient, and be nice. They were given the assignment to birth children and to
nurture and serve. They could not name Evil. They could not discern that Evil was
among and or their family. Their sensing systems were discounted. For generations
women’s very life and the lives of their children depended upon the presence of a
man. The “shes” had to look pretty, please men, be obedient, and make sure that “he”
succeeded. And certainly she had to
hold her tongue when sensed
something was wrong.
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Chapter Seven

The Web of Life Suffers
And Who Wins?
Good question. Looking around our world
today you can see that there is an overwhelming
amount of situations that are bringing harm and
even death to those in physical body suits. And just
like in the Galactic worlds, there are words to justify
these situations. Rape? She dressed or moved
provocatively. War? There are bad guys who want to
harm us. GMO foods? We have to increase our food
production. Poor education? It is the parent’s fault
or the teacher’s fault or the students are not smart enough.
Without anyone on duty to vigilantly identify any energy, idea, system project,
manifestation that brings harm into the Web of Life, the Web of Life is being
destroyed.

With no immune
system, deterioration
begins and then death
occurs.
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Would any of this destruction been allowed to exist in our world, to bring harm
to the children, to turn one mother’s children against another mother’s children if the
Souls in Female body suits had been heard, nurtured, strengthened and seen as
visionaries?
If mothers where setting policy about the foods for their children, would there
be toxic chemicals in those foods?
If grandmothers were designing a culture for
the future generations would they create an
education system that dumbed down and
discounted the ability of the students?

If the true agenda for settling differences was
to listen so deeply as to vicariously experience the Other in order to find the common
ground of respect, kindness and generosity would there be military machines?
Who is winning? Or who appears to be winning?
Not the Divine agendas of Good. Most certainly the Outsider agenda of
domination, control, greed and usury.

All of this is what has happened
because the mission of Female as Leader, as
Designer of Cultures, as sensitive identifier
and commander of authority was/is targeted
for destruction. Is is the result of losing
Female Mission, vision, wisdom,
collaborative circles and voice.
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Chapter Eight

Return to The Garden
Restoring the Mission
Work has been done to interpret the Mayan Calendar and seems to show many
things. There is one date that is meaningful in our conversation around Female:
The Gender of Leadership and that is 2000. As Carl Johan Calleman's shared his
interpretation of Mayan Calendar events, he indicated that the Galactic Energy
Field's Information would be opening to us in 2000. Many may not have even
noticed this statement. It was in 2007 that I heard that date and I was shocked. It
had been January 2000 when my Spiritual Teachers opened the doors to the Galactic
worlds, the history of our journeys in those regions and the damage done to me. They
indicated that our Divine Families still carried great trauma from experiences with
the Outsiders from the regions. Until then, the entire Galactic part of our history was
unknown and the Outsiders were hidden.
In 20o0 I was shown, taught, tutored to create processes and connected with
Spiritual teams to begin returning authority to those in Female body suits. This is
when I really began to understand the value of a group of Spiritual Beings I had called
the PTO teams. Their specific abilities and assignment was to work to identify,
neutralize, condense and remove Outsider energies. And of course, they needed a
team member in a physical body suit to give the command. For a long time I was the
only one who had this information and so they worked with me.
Also, we began to remove the contractual marks from those in male body suits.
By 2005 there was enough sovereignty for a better toehold on the mission and in the
ensuing years great strides have been made in expanding the activities of
identification and removal. We have also developed an amazing network that
provides protection and safety for those stepping back into female mission.
It is the Mystic research and work done around the Outsiders, their presence,
their ownership, and the revelation about the Divine purpose of Gender that makes
restoring the Leadership and Nurturing Missions possible.
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Where to begin?
Back to the Garden.
What would have happened if Eve, despite
her new awareness level, had stepped between
Adam and the Being calling itself “god” and said
from her place of authority, “Stop!”
“I sense energy that makes the hair on the
back of my neck stand up. You carry energy of
Outsiders and I say, ‘You have no right to be in our
midst! PTO teams, this form and all it encompasses
must be taken back to it’s Home. Clear this space
for our vibrations of Good. This energy is NOT
Acceptable!”
What would have happened?

And now, today, what does your “No!” look
like?
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Chapter Nine

From Anger to Clarity
We Stand Unmoved
In the 1960’s women in the United States were moving around the country with
a bit more freedom that they had previously. There was a lot going on that provided
great discussions as women gathered together. It was during these “coffee
conversations” that many ideas for a different life emerged.
These women were initially angry at the
limits and discounting they were encountering.
Their anger provided a powerful motivation for
picketing, marching, burning bras and creating
structures that previously would have been only in
the male domain. Women sought to have the
option of a life outside the home, to be paid equally
and to be seen as a value beyond wife and mother.

Anger played a major role and some were
not happy about that. An angry women is not a pretty women. An angry women is not
an obedient women. An angry women was seen as an example of her husband’s
inability to keep her quiet.
Some counselors even in the 1990’s were telling their female clients to stay
angry. Why? Because if a woman is not angry she swings back to being afraid, guilty
and a doormat.
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Where do you think that anger came from?
Imagine a Soul who is prepared to design aspects within the world. Then
imagine that she has sensitive awareness of the harm the Outsiders are causing. And
then she has been shoved into a small box devoid of power, so damaged that her
power to vision, to speak, to be heard and make a major difference is gone. She is told
that she cannot discern the Evil that harms. She cannot speak of her concerns. She
must be obedient to another. What happens when one of Power, is denied that place,
that voice, that vision?
Do you suppose that when she begins to sense her situation that she might be a
bit angry?
Women emotional?
No. When they wake up and really see their situation, they become Angry…
Until they don’t.
And what moves them from anger?
Clarity! Power and Leadership is what a Female is about!
No need to fight for it.
No need to argue for it.
No need to be patient or pray or beg for it.
Power and Leadership is Just What She is!
Clear and Standing Unmoved!
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Chapter Ten

Evolution and Chakras
Female’s Unfolding Path
Each of the body suits were engineered with a path of automatic evolution. The
great intelligence of our Greater Divine Family did not send volunteers out on
Mission without a way to restore themselves to the Higher frequencies as they took on
this gigantic task. That path of evolution was held as codes in the DNA. It was
reflected in the emotional body as the chakra system and in the physical body as the
endocrine system**.
Because the Male and Female Soul’s missions were unique , different than one
another, their path was also different. It was reflected in the original DNA and
chakras.
The current system of 7 chakras reflect the crippling of the body suit done by
the Outsiders shortly after the Divine plan was discovered. It also reflects the
compensations our Family made to accommodate that crippling. The crippled system
left only two energy centers in tact, the Base chakra to allow survival and the
Sexual/Creative to allow manipulation through sex and birthing. Two
DNA Stands.
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The Female System of Evolution
Evolution was designed to be a naturally unfolding like the
Lotus flower. It was never intended that we become trapped in
the energy density or spend lifetimes
“learning”.
The Chakra system as we have known it is one that
represents the Crippled Body and DNA .
In September 2021, there was a NEW
EVOLUTIONARY BLUEPRINT FOR THE
BODYSUIT that was made possible for download.

If you would like more information of the
amazing new possibilities, please contact me
at sriegie@yahoo.com
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Chapter Eleven

Sexuality as Weapon
Original Purpose
When you consider that those in a Male body suit were to be the nurturers and
those in Female body suits were to perform the role of leadership, you can look at
creativity and sexuality differently also.
When a Soul coming from his heart as guidance system recognizes the “design”
that he most values, and love, deep commitment to the Designer naturally occurs.
That Heart clarity and strength leads to nurturing with love, generosity, kindness,
valuing, and commitment. The Heart was to be the power point of the Male mission.
The Outsiders re-engineered, bypassed the heart and make the gonads primary in the
Male body suit. Gonads, disconnected from the Heart, have been used by the
Outsiders to manipulate. Is it any wonder that we find the male sex organ used in
ways that destroy?
as a weapon of war- as punishment - as dominator - as user
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Chapter Thirteen

References and Going Deeper
Protect:

Guardian Circle Practice

This is an energy and Spiritual Beings who will provide protection, balance and
healing as you work. Simply ask that the Red Rock Vortex surround you and your
space. This energy keeps your space sealed against parasitic invasion, repels parasitic
and removes them to their home of origin. It also heals, balances, provides
invisibility, and aligns to Divine Good. It includes the traditional prayer requests plus
so much more.
Design:

Reality Shift

The tool you can use to redesign and expand life. It works in 64 dimensions of energy
regions. Unlike an affirmation, the Reality Shift works within the Higher realms, your
Life Plan and is directed by your Higher Self and Spiritual Teams.
https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/realityshift.html

Clear and Heal: Deep Six
This declaration activates inherent commands that begin very deep healing in regards
to a specific issue. It allows Spiritual Healers to transform distorted energy from any
of your lifetime, region, time and space. They then restore energy to Divine Good.
https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/deepsix.html

Triangular
Angelic
Grids
Healing processes based on Ancient knowledge intended to Restore Humanity to
Their Soul Agenda and Harmonic

Check out my website at: sharonriegiemaynard.com
Thanks for joining me on this Journey to Restore Females to Their Mission of
Leadership!
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